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Simple Shed Models
Sheds were everywhere back 

in the transition period... 
and they really are easy to do!

  by Dan L. Merkel, #2207

There comes a point in time where we get tired of 
the plastic kits that line our hobby shop shelves 
and want to build something that is totally "ours." 
Even with today's  laser cut kits  giving us greater 
variety than ever before, there are so many things 
that the kit makers  just haven't done yet. So we 
can either yearn for the day or... build it ourselves!

Scratchbuilding will send chills up and down the 
spine of even the most seasoned modelers - even 
with all of the windows, doors, wall materials and 
roofing options available, many are just too afraid 
to take that giant step. I was that way, especially 
when it came to knocking out the window and door 
openings. Sure, I could do it, but when it took me 
12-15 minutes per opening, I soon got discouraged 
because of the time that it took. But, thanks to 
some tips from Ray Breyer and a little touch of my 
own, I can now turn out a building like this one in 
less than an hour! 

Hopefully, this little narrative will give you a 
sufficient nudge to get going on some small, 
nondescript sheds of your own. They really are fun 
and they are that easy. Even better, as you build 
them, you will be developing skills that can be used 
on other projects. Remember, this is not about 
building a particular shed but rather techniques that 
can be used on most any structure, simple or 
complex. So grab your favorite siding materials and 
a handful of window and door castings and let's 
have at it!

I have found it very easy for me to lay out the basic 
design of anything that I build on my PC. I use a 
simple program called Paint Shop Pro. With it, I 
can lay out the walls and position the windows in 
minutes. I have done templates for each Tichy 
window and door in my stash so it's a simple cut 
and paste to put the windows in their proper place. 
Before printing, I usually reverse the drawing left to 

right since it will be on the inside of the wall stock. 
The openings are done in red; more on that later.

Once the drawings are complete, print them in 
scale onto sticky label paper. Avery makes various 
sized label stock including quarter, half and full 8.5" 
x 11" sized ones.

The next step is  to peel the label off of its  carrier 
paper and place it on a couple of pieces of waxed 
paper that are partially overlapped. This makes it 
easy to remove the waxed paper once the label is 
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cut to size with a personal rotary paper cutter. One 
can use scissors or a straightedge and an Xacto 
knife but I find it is much easier to control the cuts 
and to keep them nice and straight. I can actually 
"split" the line on the drawing if I'm careful.

Remove the label from part of the waxed paper 
and very carefully line up the edge of the plan with 
the edge of the wall stock. This is  crucial as you 
will be cutting from the back side and won't be 
able to see if you are cutting correctly based on 
the type of wall stock you are using. If this is off 
even slightly, your clapboard or board and batten 
siding won't look right.

Using the rotary cutter again, cut apart all of the 
walls for the model you're building. Use the cutter 
for the "scribe and snap" method of cutting: run 
the roller along the line to scribe it nicely (about 
half way through the wall stock) then simply bend 
the piece along the line and it will snap cleanly. 

You can cut it completely but I find this way to be 
much quicker.

Here you can see that I've scribed the line along 
the peak of one of the ends of the shed. I've bent it 
a little to show that it will break cleanly.

Once you get the hang of the scribe and snap 
technique, you will be able to knock out the wall 
sections in nothing flat. I probably did these in 
less than 10 minutes; it goes fast. Once they are 
done, it's time to grab that straightedge, Xacto 
knife and a single-edged razor blade to cut out the 
window openings.
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To cut the openings, work on a soft surface. In this 
case, I'm cutting on a scrap piece of Homasote. 
You could easily use a piece of wood or a 
specially designed cutting mat. Notice also that 
each window opening has the outlines extended 
beyond the actual cut line (Thanks Ray!). This 
makes it so much easier to see the starting and 
stopping point for your cut.

Back in Image 001, note that the window and door 
openings were outlined in red. This makes it easy 
to differentiate the actual cut line from the edge of 
your steel ruler. Line up the ruler on the cut line and 
use your sharp knife to scribe the plastic along the 
line two or three times. It is not necessary to go 
through the plastic; in fact, it is  easier if you don't. 
Make two or three scribes per line on all four sides 
of the window or door opening.

This  is  the step that I added that makes the 
process so simple for me - using your single edged 
razor blade, set one corner of the blade into the 
scribe mark at the corner of the window opening, 
line the blade edge along the scribe line and gently 
push the blade straight down. You don't need to 
drag it like you do when you are scribing the plastic 
in the first place; just push straight down. The blade 
will easily cut through the plastic. Do this on the 
same line only from the opposite end of the line. In 
other words, you will use the razor blade twice on 
each scribe line; once in each direction from each 
corner. Be VERY CAREFUL! Those razor blades 
are sharp. Go to the hardware store and buy a 
holder that makes it even easier to control the cut.

After you have cut all four sides with the razor 
blade at each corner, the window or door blank 
should easily pop out. If not, cut the stubborn spot 
with the razor blade again until the blank pops out. 
That's all there is  to it! Once you catch on, you 
should easily be able to knock out windows and 
doors in just minutes.

Test fit the window in the opening. In most cases, 
probably 80%-90% of the time, the window will fit 
easily. If not, a little work with an emery board and/
or a small, four-sided file will clean up any material 
that may be causing a problem. Once the window 
fits, you are ready to move on to the next opening.

Here are all four finished walls with the openings 
cut into them. I can't stress enough how quickly this 
goes once you get the hang of it.
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Remove the gummy labels from the back of each 
piece. Since this wall stock is thin, add .1x.1 plastic 
stock in the corners to provide additional space for 
a gluing surface. This  will add substantial strength 
to the finished joint and assist in keeping the shed's 
corners square.

Since my walls were only eight scale feet tall and 
all of the freight doors I had in stock were taller, I 
had to fabricate the large door from some scribed 
stock. To get fancy, first cut the scribed stock on a 
45° angle then glued two pieces together to make 
the door. Cut it to a rough size, leaving plenty of 
edge space for gluing later. 

To keep things square, use a large carpenter's 
square to hold the walls in alignment when you 
glue them. Glue opposite corners  then let them dry. 
Then put those two pieces together to finish the 
four-sided shed. Since the next step is painting, 
add a painting "handle" here using some masking 
tape and a Popsicle stick.

The windows and doors will need a coat of paint as 
well, so first clean up sprue marks with a little 
emery board work, then mount them onto a piece 
of cardboard with more masking tape. Double the 
masking tape back on itself so that the sticky side 
is up to hold the smaller parts.

Since I'm basically lazy and hate cleaning the 
airbrush, I shot the walls with some cream colored 
paint from a rattle can. With quick passes and 
holding the can at the proper distance and 
orientation, one can get a very acceptable paint 
job using them. I get the plastic bags covering my 
hand from the local newspaper. I think they are 
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less than a penny each; they sure beat getting 
paint all over yourself.

While the paint on the walls and detail parts is 
drying, cut the roof from Evergreen metal roofing. 
Carefully use the rotary cutter to scribe the material 
along the ridge so that it can bend it into the proper 
shape. You want to try to be careful NOT to break 
the piece into two parts here. It's not a disaster if 
you do, but it is much easier to handle one piece 
instead of two.

After the paint on the walls had dried sufficiently, 
put the roof on and hold it in place with rubber 
bands. Add a very thin bead of glue along the ridge 
on the outside and cut and glue a small piece of 
round stock into the trough formed by the roof's 
peak on the inside. When this dries, and the roof 
holds its  proper shape, spray it with silver paint out 
of a rattle can.

Set the roof piece aside and glue the windows and 
doors into their proper place on the shed walls.

Once the windows and doors are installed, it's time 
to glue the roof to the shed. Clamp it into place 
then add the plastic cement from the inside. I used 
the clamp since I didn't want it moving out of place. 
Let this set and dry for several hours.
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The shed was not supposed to be new but rather 
one that had seem some years of service, so it was 
necessary to "rust" the shiny silver paint I had 
sprayed on earlier. To do this, start with some 
orange latex craft paint thinned down so that it is 
easy to spread. Paint splotches all over the roof. 
Next, use a brown color to paint the middle of these 
spots. Finally, add a dark brown color right in the 
middle of the rust spots. Before the paint completely 
dries, use a wet brush to blend the colors  together, 
creating the rusty spots you see. If the paint looks 
too heavy, wipe off some with a Q-tip or paper towel. 
Weathering is not one of my strong suits so I kind of 
winged it on this  one. I did know that if all else failed, 
I could simply repaint it silver and start over again.

It would be hard to justify a rusty old roof on top of 
a nice new looking building so the next step 
involved putting a wash of black India ink and 
alcohol on the walls, windows and doors of the 
shed. This worked so well that I applied some to 
the roof to make it look even older and dirtier than it 
did previously. The building was, in my mind at 
least, to be used for storage so I didn't need a 
smokejack or a chimney like I would if it were to be 
inhabited. So, the final step was to simply add 
window glazing to the window and door openings 
and the model was done!

Now you have a building that would fit in most 
anyplace on your layout. It could be a railroad 
equipment shed, a yard storage shed, a farm shed 
or even a shed behind some commercial building in 
your thriving downtown. They also lend themselves 
well to "mass  production" as it's  about as easy to 
turn out 3-4 of them as you work. Hopefully, you 
have picked up a tip or two and have been given 
the nudge to try it yourself. 

I'd like to thank Ray Breyer for sharing his window 
cutting tips, and also Bill Quick for encouraging me 
to share the process with you. Now grab those 
windows and doors and some siding and simply 
have at it! 

Detailing a P2K 
NKP Berkshire, 

Numbers 774 and 776
by William L. Ramage, #217

 
I enjoy doing research on steam engines/
locomotives (and turbines) and have what I 
consider to be a relatively extensive steam 
locomotive l ibrary. My references  in this 
discussion include Kalmbach’s  reprint of the 
Simmons-Boardman Locomotive Cyclopedia, 
1941 (NKP locomotive S Class on page 140), 
Kalmbach’s Model Railroader Cyclopedia – 
Volume 1, Steam Locomotives, Edited by Linn 
Westcott (NKP locomotives 766, 777, 763, 765, 
and 779 “diagram” on page 43, and a lot of books 
relating to NKP (Rehor, Corns, etc.). I also have a 
builder’s photo of NKP 776 (matted along with 
C&O 610, and 1633, and NYC 3113) that hangs 
above my desk, glaring down at me as  I write this; 
I dare not make an error! A copy of Walther’s 
2-8-4 LOCOMOTIVE AND TENDER OPERATING 
INSTRUCTIONS (with Sound and DCC)” would 
be very helpful to the interested - see page 7 
(tender), and pages 3 and 5 (locomotive).

Tender

The tender is the easiest to “improve,” and has 
the most obvious items to add/change for a better 
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appearance. It is unfortunate Walthers  didn’t use 
the C&O tender base (same dimensions?) for both 
the NKP & PM tenders. The non-DCC tender 
comes sans speaker mounting cut-outs, this could 
be a future problem. The most obvious is  the brake 
rigging (dual brake cylinders/rigging). I have 
“crawled” under several NKP tenders (Conneaut, 
Lima, observation of 765 last week) and reviewed 
photos (see both “Cyc’s” and various  side view 
photos); all have a single cylinder (large). I would 
suggest a Cal-Scale 190-220 as a complete 
replacement. The C&O “version” tender comes with 
rerail frog holders (both sides) and a tool box (left 
side), others do not. At one time these were 
available as separate items from Walthers (see 
item numbers: T 2410 and T 447, on page 7 of 
“instructions”), if added will need to provide “rerail 
devices” (not included with “holders”). Mounting 
method is up to you, drill holes or surface mount 
(adhesive?). You also need a poling pole (right side 
above rear truck), available as lost wax part, mount 
with small brass wire -2-. Flatten one end, bend, 
solder to pole, and drill holes  vertically into tender 
base, T 53). If adding a radio (see Kevin J. 
Holland’s book, Berkshires of the Nickel plate 
Road, page 79) to 774, a facsimile can be created 
from a lost wax “control cabinet” add a protective 
“sheet” (brass), probably a “ground plane,” on top 
and a “fire cracker” antenna; for mounting legs, use 
2 staples (solder). Don’t forget conduits (2) to cab; 
mount along the coal bunker top (see photo). If you 
are modeling an S-2 (not any S-3’s, see Rehor, 
page 279) and you want an ATC “pick-up” (third 
axle, front truck, right side) PSI makes a beautiful 
unit: # 3505 (see Holland’s book referenced above, 
page 12). Also good for PA’s (same location), and 
any steam equipped GP’s. Of course, add 
necessary steam and signal lines (check Rehor). 
You will not find the “L” shaped brackets on the 
back side of the tender truck brake shoes in any 
photos (including both “Cyc’s), consider “clipping” 
unless there’s a strength issue. Lastly, drill out the 
deck drain holes (and blow down muffler on the 
locomotive; a 1/16 drill is used there).

Locomotive:

A look at the pilot suggests  a “missing” platform 
between the air pumps (existing replica #303 page 
5 of ‘instructions”). Replace with one fabricated 
from plastic sheet or brass safety tread (paint 
black, “edge” with white). Bowser makes a beautiful 
NKP whistle (lost wax #190-6538 at $2.50), PIA 
makes a superior lost wax low water alarm (#035). 
PIA/PFM may be hard to get, but worth the effort 
(see your hobby dealer)! All are “drop in” 
replacements. Some “plumbing” between the stack 
(3 lines) and the feedwater heater base (90 degree 
bends, down) adds a touch (don’t forget the “pipe” 
union -1-). The cab roof vent needs a cover: plastic 
channel filed “thinner” works. Current project is  to 
replace the representative stoker engine (cylinder 
ends, #405, page 2)) with lost wax (Cal-Scale 
190-224); cut in half and epoxy the cylinder end 
half to the sheet under the cab where the current 
ones are/were. The future (maybe) calls  for moving 
the cold water pump (#319, page 5) from the 
trailing truck to the frame (ahead of the trailing 
truck), replacing with lost wax and held with the 
piping. Telephone receiver wire insulation (remove 
“wire”) is extremely flexible and should work to pipe 
on trailing truck (did on brass PFM loco’s).  Mount 
a “muffler” from parts box (right side slightly ahead 
of the stack - check photos or see 765). Even the 
AHM “Berk” had a “muffler.” Finding the correct 
adhesive may be the problem for the last two 
items. To add some weight to both the pilot and 
trailing trucks, carve a piece of lead or find some 
Cerro-Safe to fill the “holes” above the axles. While 
I have given some thought to replacing the sand 
lines (with correct valves), I believe that probably 
would begin to strain my patience. Most of the 
above doesn’t require any plumbing/piping/drilling 
and is within the skills of most just asking for 
something slightly above the average! Ultimately, 
one reaches the point where “good enough” (read 
that somewhere) is acceptable (such as having the 
“second” generator on the right side instead of both 
on the left).  
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